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BIG MEDICINE 
7 August – 31 October 2021 

 

and 
 

Why We Shout – The Art of Protest 
(Projects Space) 

7 August – 11 September 2021 
 

 
Chad Person, Hero, 2011. Vinyl, mixed media, electronics, 10’x7’x10’ 

 
GIANT, a new 15,000 square foot gallery in Bournemouth, will open 7 August 2021. The largest artist-led space 
in the UK, GIANT is situated within a historic building in the heart of the town centre. www.giant.space  
 
The central inaugural exhibition, ‘Big Medicine,’ is a bold, celebratory show across all three major galleries within 

GIANT. Featuring works by major international artists such as Jake and Dinos Chapman, Jim Lambie and 

Gavin Turk, it takes an optimistic, humorous and entertaining approach in demonstrating the utility art has to re-

unite societal ties in public space. Also exhibited are Gary Card, Nicky Carvell, Paola Ciarska, Eva Cremers, Chad 

Person, Anthony Rodinone, Paul Fryer and Paul Trefry. 

 
‘Big Medicine’ sets the agenda for the gallery in future years. Taking its position in a small and largely culturally 

underserved seaside town of Bournemouth, here GIANT knowingly pokes fun at its high street location, issuing 

a rally cry for the importance of the arts to heal cultural wounds through shared experience. It has a subtle yet 

potent backdrop of counter cultural moments of connection – times in which the arts have moved us forward 

societally, from the 1967 summer of love, through to the 90s illegal rave scene, overlaid with the trials and 

tribulations of technology and science. 

http://www.giant.space/
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‘Big Medicine’ is an exhibition on both a grand and microscopic scale. From giant inflatables and immersive 

rooms to miniature paintings, by both internationally renowned artists and new emerging voices, this vast 

exhibition serves to celebrate and re-ignite our connection with one another in public space. With our lives 

increasingly dominated by the digital, the show is an invitation to get physical, to play and to interact, allowing art 

and the space it inhabits to act as a mediator in us reuniting and seeing one another again in a new light.  

 

Technology and the pandemic have created the perfect storm for fear and atomization, and the exhibition is a 

timely and poignant reminder that the world we have returned to has changed drastically from the one we left 

behind pre-pandemic. In ‘Big Medicine’, curator Stuart Semple attempts to test the radical assumption that the 

experience of art could have a positive sociological effect on cultural wounding. Art itself could be the biggest 

cultural medicine we have.  

 

   
L-R: Anthony Rondinone, How many Faces do you see?, 2021, acrylic on canvas, 30x40”; Gavin Turk, Rotrophydhian. All 84 boxes 

numbered, initialled and dated. Paper cartones in wood and glass cabinet, 200x403x31.5cm  

 
Visitors are greeted by Chad Person’s gigantic inflatable sculpture Underdog, a cartoon canine in a superhero 

costume, staring down at his mobile phone, and Jake and Dinos Chapman present a series of bronze-cast suicide 

vests, the form of which is inspired by youtube clips of suicide bombers. The works, whilst reminiscent of Jeff 

Koons ‘Aqualung’ (1985), are hand painted in bright colours, featuring art materials where one would expect 

explosives.  As one would expect from the brothers, a dialogue with death ensues, in which the risk and danger 

of being an artist is pitched against the power of the artist's conviction to fight for belief. 

 

Bournemouth-born Gary Card returns to his hometown to create a fully immersive installation based on the 

‘Hysterical’ world he built at Phillips auction house in London in 2019. Paul Trefry, well-known for photo realistic 

sculptures that question societal issues such as loneliness or homelessness, exhibits two works previously 

unseen in the UK – one a double life-sized sculpture of homeless man, the other a tiny old lady, waiting indefinitely 

on a park bench for a husband who never arrives.  

 

The perfectionist pop aesthetic of Damien Hirst’s medicine cabinets is challenged by Gavin Turk in his own 

cabinet, in which he replaces Hirst’s meticulous pills with the detritus of pharmaceutical packaging, making us 

redress utopian images of the perfect society and challenging notions of birth, death and decay.  

 

Paul Fryer’s Telstar (Understanding), is constructed from mixed exotic woods, and references Telstar 1, which 

launched on top of a Thor-Delta rocket on July 10, 1962 – it successfully relayed through space the first telephone 
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calls, telegraph images, and transmitted the first live transatlantic television images: an American flag waving in 

the wind; a still image of Mount Rushmore; French singer Yves Montand, looking suave. And on July 23, 1962, 

President John F. Kennedy. At just under 3ft in diameter and powered by solar power, this object has had a 

potent and profound effect on mass communication, sowing the seeds for the connected world we inhabit today. 

Using this as a touchstone for the sculpture, Fryer explores notions of temporality, physics and the universe. 

 

The back of the gallery houses a site-specific piece by Jim Lambie. This intervention recreates his iconic ZoBop 

vinyl floor, originally installed in the Scottish National Gallery. The work defines the space as a site of art and co-

opts the architecture, once made for the pure aesthetic experience of shopping. It stands as a strong testament 

to purpose and reclamation of the high street as a site of artistic endeavour, a theme that continues in Nicky 

Carvell’s work, who presents the decay of the traditional town centre in a new stained-glass window installation 

created specifically for the show. 

 

High-res images available here. 

 

 
Paul Trefry, Gladys always knew Charlie was late, 2010, mixed media, 65x50x40cm 

 
In GIANT’s dedicated Project Space, ‘Why We Shout – the Art of Protest’ has been curated by Lee Cavaliere, 
Director of VOMA, the world’s first virtual museum created entirely for digital.  
 
In association with Greenpeace, ‘Why We Shout: The Art of Protest’ is a group show looking at the ways in which 
contemporary artists respond and contribute to protest and activism. With the right to protest being curtailed in 
many countries round the world, including the UK, it is important to look at its origins, outlets and impact on wider 
culture. Artists have often been at the forefront of protest movements, using their work as a way to broadcast, 

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPNatE_7K2Znnrb38LeVfayk7f8QpthwZeKhdg9lvLZ9MrT2Xy451Cg97Kb7Bqv1w?key=d2Fwb25La1ppMVJDS05SZDFrWmdiOVktU3N0UThR
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challenge and invite debate. This exhibition brings together renowned artists working in this field and asks us to 
look at the relevance of protest in contemporary society.  
 
The exhibition brings together points of view from across the globe, from US artist Martha Rosler's feminist 
video, to Turner-Prize winner Jeremy Deller and Hong Kong activist-artist Kacey Wong. We see the protest 
community spill from Dancefloors to Demos in the photography of Bex Wade and see the ways in which 
Greenpeace have used art to highlight important environmental issues, alongside additional works by Banksy, 
Jeremy Deller, Ed Hall, Jacob Love and Liberate Tate. 
 
The show will run concurrently with an exhibition at VOMA, featuring some of the same artists and taking a more 
historical view of protest; this exhibition features the work of Francisco Goya, Dread Scott, Barbara Kruger, 
Pieter Bruegel and Diego Rivera.  
 

 
Jeremy Deller, Battle of Orgreave (2002) 

 
Directed by British contemporary artist Stuart Semple, GIANT is programmed to feature works by some of the 
best-known international artists and new pieces by inspiring yet largely unknown creators from around the globe, 
aiming to start dialogues across hierarchies, histories and cultures. It is hoped that a conversation around the 
opportunity to integrate art into life in new ways might emerge. Or, at the very least, a recognition of art’s vital 
role in our connection with one another, our communities and our future. As the inaugural exhibitions at GIANT, 
therefore, ‘Big Medicine’ and ‘Why We Shout: The Art of Protest’ set out to define a culture within the gallery itself 
of being accessible, entertaining, exciting, challenging and open. 

 
 

ENDS 
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MEDIA ENQUIRIES 
For further information, interviews or images please contact Tani Burns: 
M:   +44 (0)7888 731 419  
E:   tani@tburnsarts.com   
 
 
EDITORS NOTES 

 
About Stuart Semple 
Stuart Semple is one of the UK’s leading post YBA artists, known for his ‘Happy Cloud’ performance from Tate Modern, where 
he flooded the London skyline with artificial, eco clouds in the shape of smiley’s during the 2009 recession. Following this, the 
performance has been repeated in Moscow, Manchester, Milan, Australia, Denver & Dublin.  

 
Semple has held 15 critically acclaimed solo exhibitions internationally in Hong Kong, New York, Los Angeles and Milan. He 
has featured in over 50 group exhibitions alongside artists such as Peter Doig, Basquiat, Warhol, Richard Prince, Ai Wei Wei 
and The Chapman Brothers. He has been featured across the media in The Times, Modern Painters, Italian Vogue, iD, 
Financial Times and many others. He has presented for the BBC and spoken at Oxford University, ICA, Denver Art Museum, 
Southbank Centre & Irish Museum of Modern Art. Most recently, Semple has been embroiled in what has become known as 
the ‘Art Wars’, which started when artist Anish Kapoor secured the exclusive rights to use Vantablack, the blackest substance 
on earth, meaning that no artists would be able to use the pigment. This sparked Semple’s imagination and compelled him to 
create an elaborate piece of internet performance art, tackling the themes of accessibility, equality and elitism head on – 
starting with the creation of the ‘Pinkest Pink’, available to all but Kapoor. 
 
In 2018, Semple’s ‘Happy City’ project took over the city of Denver, incorporating a series of large-scale public artworks, 
installations, immersive experiences and his participatory exhibition 'Happiness HQ'. He is currently working on an iteration 
of the project with the Hong Kong Art Centre for November 2020.  
 
In 2019, Semple’s major solo show, “DANCING ON MY OWN: Selected Works 1999 – 2019” took place at Bermondsey 
Project Space in London. And in 2020, Semple launched VOMA, the Virtual Online Museum of Art. VOMA is the world’s first 
virtual museum, made entirely for digital. In an ongoing curated programme, exquisitely curated exhibitions feature seminal 
works from major institutions around the world, alongside those by our most celebrated contemporary artists. 
www.voma.space  
 
In 2021, Semple also launched GIANT, a brand-new artist-run space in Bournemouth. Dedicated to presenting challenging 

works by seminal international contemporary artists, GIANT will play host to some of the world’s most respected contemporary 

artists, bringing many to Bournemouth for the first time. www.giant.space   

Semple has been honoured as a UN Happiness Hero, a distinction given to mark the first UN International Day of Happiness 
on 20th March 2013. Stuart is also an ambassador for Mind, the mental health charity. 
www.stuartsemple.com  
 
Twitter & Instagram: @stuartsemple 
 
 
About Lee Cavaliere 

Lee Cavaliere is a private art dealer and curator, based in London. 

  

Following a number of years working with the Tate’s Collection displays, he moved on to the commercial sector, delivering 

contemporary exhibitions programmes at Max Wigram Gallery and the Fine Art Society on Bond Street, London. He has 

presented artists at dozens of art fairs and international exhibitions. 

 

Long an advocate of digital platforms and their ability to ease access to art, Lee has advised various online art platforms such 

as Articheck, ARTA and MutualArt. He co-founded CoLab, an international collaboration between galleries, showing works 

on paper online through the website: 

www.thecolabsite.com  

 

Lee is founder of The Sixteen Trust, an arts and education charity aimed at giving access to careers across the arts to young 

people from socio-economically deprived areas. 

  

Instagram: @leecavaliere and @thecolabonline 

mailto:tani@tburnsarts.com
http://www.voma.space/
http://www.giant.space/
http://www.stuartsemple.com/
http://www.thecolabsite.com/

